ST 810A, SPRING 2005
ORAL PRESENTATION EVALUATION

Presenter: _______________________________________________________

Please respond to each statement using the following scale:

A  Strongly Agree
B  Agree
C  Neutral
D  Disagree
E  Strongly Disagree

Background

1. The problem to be addressed was clearly stated A  B  C  D  E
2. The importance of the problem and why it needs study was clearly stated A  B  C  D  E
3. The background necessary to understand the problem and its importance was presented A  B  C  D  E

Presentation

4. The presentation was logically organized A  B  C  D  E
5. The rationale for why the particular simulation situations were studied was clearly described A  B  C  D  E
6. The details of how the simulation was carried out (models, data generation, distribution) were clearly described A  B  C  D  E
7. The results were clearly described A  B  C  D  E
8. The implications of the results and how they relate to the problem under study was clearly stated A  B  C  D  E
9. Conclusions were clearly stated and defended A  B  C  D  E
10. The level of detail presented was appropriate A  B  C  D  E
11. The amount of material presented was appropriate A  B  C  D  E
Delivery

12. The presenter was easy to understand (not too fast or slow) A B C D E
13. The presenter seemed to have a good understanding of the problem A B C D E
14. The presenter handled questions appropriately and comfortably A B C D E

Slides

15. The slides were easy to read and follow A B C D E
16. Tables and figures were clear and easy to read A B C D E
17. The number of slides was about right for length of the presentation A B C D E

18. Overall Evaluation:

A. Excellent B. Very good C. Good D. Fair E. Poor

What things do you think the presenter did very well?

What are the things you think the presenter could improve?

Additional Comments: